RECOMA Group
Our skills,
our passion.
Projects, products,
services and transports for gas

RECOMAGROUP.COM

Gases are present everywhere
in our daily lives,
used in many sectors
from energy to industry,
from research to health, and
pressure containers that
contain them must always
guarantee maximum safety
for users.

RECOMA Group:
always better
Guaranteeing safety, reliability,
maximum performance:
since 1992 this is our daily
commitment.
We have always preferred not
to compromise with safety and
quality, but to commit all our
efforts to the search for the
best efficiency, with the best
equipment and the highest skills,
to achieve the best result and
full customer satisfaction.
This commitment translates into
a continuous and methodical
optimization process, creating
products and services that
day after day stand out for the
ever-increasing quality, with

achievements and innovative
solutions.
This is what we want to continue
to offer. It is a result that is not
the result of chance, but of a
clear and precise business
strategy, put into practice by a
team of people in love with their
work, by managers with years
of experience in the sector and
tireless technicians.

RECOMA Group:
always towards
the best

RECOMA Group
is technology, equipment and
services for gas since 1992
The group is divided into two operating areas:

Recoma Projects, products and services for gas
Traser ADR transports and gas services

Projects, products and services
for gas
RECOMA operates in the sector of containers for
compressed, liquefied and dissolved gas mainly for the
periodic review, maintenance and verification of
transportable pressure equipment such as cylinders, packs
of cylinders, MEGs and battery vehicles.
RECOMA’s main activities are the overhaul and maintenance
of cylinders, the design, construction and overhaul of cylinder
packs and special products such as CGEMs and battery
vehicles, designed to meet specific customer requirements.
All operations are carried out in accordance with the
applicable European and International Regulations
and Standards.

ADR transports and gas services
TRASER is specialized in the national and international
transport of dangerous goods under ADR and in the
assistance and supply service for home oxygen therapy and
nutrition, both as Home Enteral Nutrition (NED)
and as Home Parenteral Nutrition (NPD).

Structure, quality,
certifications, efficiency
Professionalism, seriousness,
competence, reliability, a heritage
that grows day by day, without
pause. Here is how the RECOMA
Group has gained a prominent
place among the sector’s
specialists.
Processes are highly automated,
while design expertise and
customization find their best
application in the production
of cylinder packs, MEGCs and
battery vehicles.

The RECOMA Group’s
headquarters has the structure
and equipment necessary to carry
out the periodic overhaul and
maintenance of the containers
and for the construction of
cylinder packs, CGEMs and
battery vehicles.

Some of
our partners
AIR LIQUIDE Group
BRC Gas Equipment
DEPA
ENI
LINDE Group
PGESCo

RIVOIRA
SAPIO Group
SIAD
SOL Group
Sud Petroli
...and many others

Our certifications

Quality Assurance
Certificate N° 11/IT/2604
UNI EN ISO 9001:2015

Quality ISO 9001:2015
Quality Assurance
Certification N’11/IT/2604
Apragaz QA

The adoption of the Quality Management System
guarantees continuous quality control supported by
documentation at all stages of production.

ISO 14001 Certification
Environmental System
Certification
DNV-GL

The adoption of the Environmental Management
System attests to the attention of the Company to
environmental issues and sustainability.

All our activity is certified by Notified Bodies in compliance with Directive
2010/35/EU “TPED” or Directive 2014/68/EU “PED” and other applicable
European Directives and Regulations.

Periodic overhaul and
maintenance of cylinders
Gas-containing receptacles must
be perfectly efficient in order to
avoid risks to those who use them
or come into contact with them.
To maintain this efficiency, they
must be periodically overhauled,
with periods established by the
International Regulations for the
Transport of Dangerous Goods.
Cylinders, packs of cylinders,
MEGCs and battery vehicles, in
addition to the periodic overhauls
required by the regulations
and standards in force, may be
subject to customization and
fittings chosen voluntarily by the
customer.

These interventions find in the
structure of RECOMA the best
partner.
The RECOMA Group provides
both the verification and control
structure and the ability and skills
to develop tailor-made solutions
for specific customer needs.

The RECOMA Group makes a difference
because it has the strength of decades of
experience offered by constantly updated
specialists, it can also some of the most
modern equipment and technologies.
All this translates into winning solutions
for innovation and efficiency.

TPED, PED and
Offshore cylinder packs
RECOMA is certified to
manufacture transportable TPED
cylinder packs or to carry out
TPED conformity reassessment of
non-TPED pressure vessels. The
product, always in compliance
with the rules, can also be
customized and adapted to the
needs of the customer.
The customization can concern
the containers used (steel
or composite materials),
the operating pressure, the
equipment and the control and
management tools present on the
pack of cylinders.
In addition to the TPED
(transportable cylinder packs)
structures, RECOMA also
produces PED (non-transportable
cylinder packs) and Offshore
structures, built with all the
features that make them suitable
for use in extreme situations, such
as those that occur for example
during transport on a ship or for
use on oil platforms.

Each project is developed by
RECOMA’s Technical Department
with a double/dual objective:
to choose and use the most
suitable materials and
technologies for the purpose and
at the same time offer the best
solution for the customer.
3D modeling allows you to
prefigure the finished product and
perform preventive checks on the
project.

The construction of the prototype,
the tests for approval both
destructive and non-destructive
and the certification in
compliance with the Regulations,
Standards and Regulations are
the necessary steps for
placing the product on the
market.
All this is made by RECOMA.

Battery vehicles
and MEGCs
The battery vehicle allows the
transport of large quantities
of gas that guarantee greater
autonomy. In this context,
RECOMA combines the
experience gained in the ADR
sector with a great flexibility in
design.
It is possible to develop different
configurations for volumes,
operating pressures and
conditions of use, so as to satisfy
the customer’s needs. The main
types of battery vehicles include
9, 11 or 12 large pressure and
capacity tubes.
The CGEM (Multi Element Gas
Container) is a transportable set
of pressure vessels suitable for
applications where the quantity of
gas required is high and where it
is preferred to have autonomous
structures without being bound
to the availability of a dedicated
vehicle.

RECOMA Technical Department
designs both battery-powered and MEGCs
vehicles, taking into account the most
suitable materials and technologies for
the purpose, to offer the best solution
thanks to specialized skills and many
years of experience.

Pallets
To facilitate the handling of
cylinders, RECOMA produces
pallets of different sizes,
galvanized to ensure
corrosion resistance, of various
types and sizes.

Special projects
The pallets can accommodate
a variable number of cylinders,
anchored by special belts to
ensure safe handling.

It may be necessary to modify
vehicles and equipment, vary
their functional characteristics
or dimensions, update them
technologically.
In all cases, RECOMA can provide
expertise and experience, both
in design and construction.
Whatever the specific need to
be met, RECOMA guarantees
compliance with the
Regulations, applicable
Standards and Regulations.

Transport under
the ADR regime
Gases are substances with
specific characteristics and their
containers must be handled
with care and competence at
the highest levels, to ensure the
necessary safety.
TRASER specialises in the
national and international
transport of dangerous goods
by road, in accordance with the
ADR Regulation, in particular for
substances of class 2, including
the transport of toxic gases.

TRASER offers a freight service within and
outside the EU. The service, both for full
loads and groupage, is carried out for all
ADR hazard classes with the exception of
Classes 1 and 7.
TRASER: the service makes a difference.

From energy to industry,
from research to health,
RECOMA Group
guarantees your safety.
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